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### Review

Emily wants to make a special Valentine’s Day card, but she’s having trouble deciding what to draw. Foxy comes to help her think of what she loves so she can draw it. When Emily comes up with things she loves, Foxy makes them appear, whether it is balloons or a bathtub full of hot chocolate and marshmallows. After taking about all of the things she loves, Foxy reminds her that Valentine’s Day isn’t about the things you love, but it’s about who you love.

In this book the mistakes from Foxy’s tail make more sense and use more puns than random things. This story could be used for Valentine’s Day or any other time of year to talk about things and people the readers love. The story is simple and silly, but the illustrations are the shining aspect of the book. Fans of the first Foxy book will enjoy this story about love and friendship.